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OUR OFFER
You will become part of a motivated team and receive a performan-
ce-based remuneration as well as a share in the company, the 
opportunity to participate exceptionally in the company's success. 
We maintain an open and team-oriented working atmosphere and 
offer you a high degree of strategic and personal freedom and thus 
the opportunity to develop your business based on your own ideas.

In 2016, we founded the Navigator Group as an investment holding 
company under the management of Navigator Capital GmbH. We 
specialise in companies with increased management needs. This 
includes, in particular, the acquisition of medium-sized companies 
with operational improvement potential as well as parts of the 
company that do not belong to the seller's core business and 
succession arrangements. The need for structural adjustment is 
usually a common feature.

Our team of experienced transaction, financing and restructu-
ring experts develops customised transaction structures and 
continuation concepts. In this way, we address the needs and 
fears of the seller side and work strongly towards increasing 
the operational success of our portfolio companies.

 YOUR TASKS
π Deal-sourcing beyond your excellent network

π Assuming responsibility for the entire 
 transaction process

π Intelligent transaction structuring as well 
 as convincing marketing of the same to 
 consultants and sellers

π Management and quality assurance of the 
 mainly internal due diligence review

π Development and marketing of well-founded 
 and convincing continuation concepts

π Monitoring of the carve-out and restructuring 
 processes after the transactions

π If necessary, also of exit strategies and 
 management of sales processes

 YOUR PROFILE
π Experienced private equity manager with an 
 entrepreneurial, sales-oriented personality

π Success orientation

π Enjoying success

π Leadership and negotiation skills

π Hands-on analyst

π Restructuring and operational experience 
 as well as legal knowledge are clearly an 
 advantage

 OUR REQUEST
 Please contact us if you feel that you have 
 been addressed.

 We look forward to receiving your 
 application: hr@navigator-group.eu

 It should include a description of your contribution (value) 
 and your expectations and should be complemented by a 
 current résumé.


